
 

 

Life as a TG Pupil 

By Alice James 

 

At the start: Class 1 

At the start of my life at TG, I was taught by a brilliant teacher called Mrs Beysens. There 

was also a wonderful TA -Teaching Assistant- called Mrs Uttley. Mrs Uttley used to take us 

out of lessons to go into the kitchen and bake some cookies! At the end of the day we put 

the cookies in a box and took them home to eat.  

Class 2 

In Class 2, we were taught by the best creative teacher ever! Wednesday was my favourite 

day of the week because we always went to forest school! We were set tasks then we went 

out in the woods by ourselves or in groups to do the task or tasks. If we finished this tasks, 

then we would be allowed to do anything we wanted, within reason! When we heard a 

whistle we would know to go back to the middle (base) for the end of our time in the forest 

and for biscuits and possibly hot chocolate! We would then go back across the road for a 

little bit of learning to make up the time until lunch! 

 Class 3 

In Class 3, we were taught by Mrs Yorke. I remember in Class 3 Camp Out when we had to 

try bugs! There were cockroaches and sheildbugs (they were disgusting).  We learned how 

to put up a teepee, a flag, bake bread, and roast marshmallows. In addition to this, it was 

Kaian’s birthday so we got birthday cake too!  

Class 4 

In Class 4, there are lots of memories that I can take away with me. One of the best 

memories is when we went bell-boating. The best bit of that day was when Mrs Shearn 

(T.A.) cat walked down the middle of the boat! 

Overall 

If TG was in the dictionary it would definitely mean a kind and heartwarming school. And 

that is what I think of this wonderful school. I have certainly got cleverer during the time I 

have been at TG.  

 

 

 

 


